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A h, the hol iday sea son .  It ’s  such a mag ica l  t ime of  yea r—

tw ink l ing l ight s  a round ever y corner,  cozy sweater s ,  hot 

chocolate i n hand ,  ice - skat ing out ings ,  fam i l ia r  ca rol s  f i l l i ng 

the a i r.  Crazy hol iday t ravel plans ,  unwanted fami ly meddl ing , 

over eat ing (and d r ink ing ) ,  g i f t-g iv ing pres sure .  Wa it  . . . 

we ’ve gone of f  cour se .  We bel ieve that  a lthough the hol idays 

come w ith thei r  own set  of  s t res sor s ,  the good s t i l l  outweighs 

the bad .  A nd we wanted to rel ieve some of  that  g i f t  an x iet y 

you’re l i kely i n the m ids t  of .  We tapped some of  our favor ite 

people to shop our s i te  for  the th ings they most  wanted to 

g ive or  receive ,  and we put together a l i t t le  w i sh l i s t  of  our 

own .  For good mea sure ,  we th rew in a tex t  message inter v iew 

with the hard-work ing lad ies behind uber-cool PR f i rm Azione , 

our ver y own tanked-on-tea ch ick s f rom Owl ’s  Brew,  and , 

wel l ,  actua l  ch ickens .  You’ l l  see .  A nd for  the bes t  g i f t  of  a l l 

that  you can g ive to yoursel f ,  we ’re debut ing a new sel f  ca re 

sect ion that ’s  a l l  about d reams and energ y.  Happy Hol idays ! 

Enjoy your t ime w ith your loved ones and buy them lot s  of 

s tu f f .  ( They ’ l l  be ex pect ing i t . )   
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N O ,  S E R I O U S L Y

CHICKENS. YOU’LL GET THE PICTURE.
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NO, SERIOUSLY!

MANY MODELS SHARE THE SAME STORY:  

PRIOR TO THEIR JET-SETTING CAREERS TAKING 

OFF, THEY LIVED QUIET, SIMPLE LIVES IN SOME 

REMOTE COUNTRYSIDE VILLAGE WHERE THEY 

WERE BORN AND RAISED. FOR SO LONG, THEIR 

BEAUTY HAD GONE UNNOTICED AND IF THERE 

WAS ANY RECOGNITION THEY WERE CONSIDERED 

QUIRKY OR UNUSUAL. UNTIL ONE DAY, AS LUCK 

WOULD HAVE IT, A SCOUT STUMBLES INTO TOWN 

AND DISCOVERS THEM, RECOGNIZING THEM AS 

THE EXOTIC AND EXCITING CREATURES THEY ARE. 

QUICKLY THEY’RE PUT IN FRONT OF A CAMERA, 

AND, BEHOLD A MODEL IS BORN. BEFORE LONG 

EVERYONE’S ASKING,“WHO IS THAT CHICK?” 

SUCH IS THE CASE FOR THIS CLUTCH OF 

EMERGING POSERS.

HENS
HAUTE

Words by: CHRISTINA WRIGHT  
Photography by: MATTEO TRANCHELLINI + MORENO MONTI
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NO, SERIOUSLY!
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CHICKEN  
COLLECTION
When Italian photographers Matteo Tranchellini and 

Moreno Monti went in search for a pet to grace their 

Milan studio garden, they opted for adopting a rather 

eccentric and rare chicken—a Cocincina to be exact. 

Tranchellini and Monti then met with the farmer they 

procured the chicken from who introduced them to 

other unusual aviation creatures. Before they knew it 

they began to photograph more unorthodox chickens 

and the CHICken project was in full-swing. The pair 

soon realized that they had stumbled upon perhaps 

the most talented models they had ever photographed. 

Quickly, their subjects were out of the coop and onto 

a well-lit backdrop. After snapping hundreds of 

pictures of poised poultry, the perfect coffee table 

book was created that captured beauty in an  

unexpected way from an entirely unexpected subject. 

The book has since taken flight in a dazzling and 

unique depiction of the common farm bird through a 

couture lens.

EDITOR’S NOTE: No birds were harmed in the making 

of these photos. Chickens and roosters are extremely 

professional creatures and were treated with respect 

during shoots. No birds were forced into poses 

during production. Every model who declined to have 

his or her thighs or breasts exposed was omitted from 

the publication in order to avoid any ruffled feathers. 

NO, SERIOUSLY!

The CHICken series was photographed in  
Italy at the Milano aviary exhibition. The  

photographic collection consists of more than 200 
photos of 100 diverse types of chickens.
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NO, SERIOUSLY!

These haute hens  
are on display through  
December 7 at Fioraio  

Bolletini in Milan and will 
soon make their migration 

to In The Pursuit.
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S O C I A L  L A D D E R

TEXT MESSAGE INTERVIEWS, GUILTY INSTAGRAM PLEASURES, 
OVERHEARD CELL PHONE CONVERSATIONS—CONTRARY TO POPULAR 

OPINION, WE DO THINK THERE’S A HUMAN CONNECTION IN TECHNOLOGY. 
HERE’S A PEEK INTO THE HEALTH AND WELLNESS ROUTINES OF 

PR BEAUTIES LELAND DRUMMOND AND MICHELE THOMAS OF AZIONE.

PHOTO by Tristan Kallas.
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LELAND

MICHELE

LELAND

LELAND

MICHELE

Hi Ladies! It’s Christina Wright 
from In The Pursuit! I believe one 
of you is airbound right now?

Hi! Yes, Leland is currently flying to NYC 
and I’m in our LA office today.

R E A D
R E C E I P T

Hello from the mobile office in 
the sky

SOCIAL LADDER

CHRISTINA WRIGHT In conversation with  

LELAND DRUMMOND and MICHELE THOMAS of AZIONE

LELAND

Mile Hi Club

First question... How did you come 
up with the name Azione? Sounds 
just like an island off Portugal

Ha! That’s what we were going for... So “Azione” 
means “action” in Italian. We were looking for 
a name that people would remember that was 
also representative of our mission statement. We 
wanted it to resonate and be distinguished from 
the pack.

That does the trick! What’s it like 
working bi-coastal for you ladies?

Well, there are no “off” hours really. Luckily 
these days we spend a majority of our time 
on the West Coast and the NY office is run 
by our Managing Director day-to-day. We 
make our way to the East Coast as much as 
possible and honestly often feel like we’re 
just in the other room. I personally feel like 
I work on EST hours.

MICHELE

Gotchya. I know you both practice yoga 
regularly. Can you share with me how your 
practice has influenced your careers - or 
vice versa?

I move a mile a minute and yoga has taught 
me to slow down a bit. You really have to 
take that hour on your mat for you. It was 
really hard for me at first to even do an hour 
class without being next to my phone. I 
definitely feel more productive when I’m 
able to sneak in a class during the week.

MICHELE

LELAND

I think any kind of mind/body connection is 
healthy. I’m just obsessed with movement in 
general and anything that gets you to pause 
and take a beat. It’s a good practice to extend 
into your work and career and ensure you can 
multi-task and create guardrails in an effort to 
be both effective and strive for some semblance 
of balance. 

I love that! Do you guys have any yoga pics?

(If not I can move along)

No Pics, thankfully

Can you share some of the socially 
conscious brands you work with and 
the “giving back” aspect of it all?

Absolutely, our roster is full of socially 
conscious brands doing great things that 
go above and beyond selling a product. 
STATE bags with their one for one, La 
Colombe supports multiple initiatives 
(most recently national parks), Away has 
always been connected to Peace Direct, 
the list goes on and on...

LELAND

I feel like every brand we work 
with has a strong moral compass 
and isn’t in business just to make 
money, they all want to make an 
impact.

It must be really fulfilling to work 
with those brands 

Do you guys have a favorite product 
from any of the brands you’ve worked 
with?

LELAND

Hard to pick favorites when you love every single 
brand and client you work with. For me: Away 
luggage has changed my life because I travel 
pretty frequently. Sakara Life changed the way I 
think about food and nutrition, La Colombe Pure 
Black gives me life (literally)... but the list goes 
on and on honestly.

MICHELE

I feel the same as Leland. I feel I have a 
go-to favorite item from all of our clients. I 
can’t travel without my carry-on Away bags. 
I live in my Birdies cheetah slip-ons BUT 
also LOVE my Cole Haan boots during the 
colder months (70’s in LA). My simplehuman 
mirror is my everyday go-to to make my 
daily routine seamless... the list is endless.

Amazing! Leland, since you brought 
up nutrition... can you both tell 
me how else you practice healthy 
well-being besides practicing yoga? 
Any life changing products we should 
be made aware of?

MICHELE

My routine is simple. Chasing kids when 
I’m not working and eating as clean as 
possible. I live for a good Pure Change 
shake in the morning to kick start your day. 
Leland can chime in as her wellness routine 
is a bit more extensive than mine.

LELAND

Definitely can’t say enough good things about 
exercise in general... I make sure to move every 
day even if it’s just a walk with my son. When it 
comes to life changing products or practices, I 
believe strongly that meditation can help you 
achieve better balance in life and help you 
focus and reduce stress. The Inscape app is 
an amazing tool for helping you lean into this 
practice. Moon Juice SuperYou is also a really 
amazing product and worth looking into.       Oh, 
and drink water—lots of it!  

Adding Moon Juice SuperYou to my 
Amazon cart now

SuperYou
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LELAND

SOCIAL LADDER / AZIONE

With the holidays coming up - do you 
girls have any old or new traditions you’ve 
imprinted on your kids?

LELAND

MICHELE

I’m a huge fan of the holidays. My house 
looks like the Griswold’s during the holidays. 
We spend our holidays local with the 
family. I have little ones 1 and 3 years old 
so we are just starting a lot of traditions—
one which I’m a big fan of is our matching 
PJ’s on Christmas Eve. The kids love it!

So cute!

LELAND

My husband is half Portuguese 
and half Swedish, and his family 
is still in Portugal. A lot of what 
we’re passing down to our son 
(3) is about making sure each 
cultural tradition gets some 
attention. This year we’ll be in 
Portugal and celebrating Swedish 
Christmas on the 24th so Santa 
will be visiting a few times I 
suppose

You guys are busier than Santa. 
You’ll make it happen

New Years resolutions?

MICHELE

Leland and I have a few things in the works 
for 2019. Not really resolutions but looking 
forward to 2019 for many reasons. We are 
launching a new active intimates line The 
League as well as continuing to build upon 
AZIONE’s growth and success

HA 
HA

That’s really exciting - 
congratulations!

LELAND

Yes, we’re really more about 
gratitude rather than resolutions, 
but we’re super excited [and 
grateful!] about where everything 
is headed with AZIONE and 
beyond

Love it!

Can you send me a shot of the 
two of you?

Gorgeous!

Thank you so much girls - now if you 
would please pay each other an artful 
compliment (holiday exercise more than a 
team building exercise)

LELAND

Michele is one of the most generous 
people I’ve ever met. She really lives for 
helping other people and I’m constantly 
so impressed by the way that she is in 
the world.

MICHELE

Leland is the backbone to everything personal 
and professional. She is always there when you 
need her and will drop everything to make sure 
she shows up. She is the first one to jump in and 
handle a work situation or an ear when you need 
one. You just don’t find people like Leland she is 
truly one of a kind.

Awww bring it in guys     Thanks so 
much for the chat! Speak soon! And happy 
holidays to you and your families!  

MICHELE

Thank you!!!

Thanks again - to you too!
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S  E  L  F  -  i  s  h

IN THIS NEW ERA OF SELF CARE, IT’S OK TO BE 
JUST A LITTLE SELFISH. STEFANIE CAPONI BRINGS 

US OUR INAUGURAL ENERGY REPORT, AND DREAM 
EXPERT LAURI LOEWENBERG GIVES US THE LOW 

DOWN ON CATCHING SOME ZS.

PHOTO by Krystal Ng.
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FALL IS MY FAVORITE SEASON FOR MANY 

REASONS—COZY SWEATERS, PUMPKINS, 

AND ROOT VEGETABLES IN EVERYTHING. TREES 

DISCARD THEIR LEAVES, EXPOSING VULNERABLE 

BRANCHES, AND WE ARE REMINDED OF OUR 

OWN CYCLES, THAT LIFE BLOOMS AND SHEDS, 

THAT ALL SITUATIONS AND CIRCUMSTANCES 

ARE TEMPORARY.

Words by: STEFANIE CAPONI

FREQUENCY
W H A T ’ S  Y O U R
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S E L F - i s h 

The  Autumn season began with crisp air blowing 

yellow and crimson leaves around us, stirring up 

feelings within us regarding our partnerships and 

our self worth. Who and what do we value? Is there 

balance in our immediate sphere, within our intimate 

relationships as well as those we work closely with? 

Our light-hearted romance with fall has been anything 

but—instead, a time of deep reflection and questioning 

of ourselves and others. If you have been feeling the 

effects of this energy, know that it is a necessary step 

for each of us. Making time for self care is a direct 

correlation of how we engage with intimacy. By mid 

December, we will be feeling back on our game, armed 

with new beauty routines and a better understanding 

of how we value ourselves, and we can get excited for 

new opportunities to come our way. The holidays bring 

up a lot of feelings surrounding family and tradition, 

and that can result in overindulgence as a coping 

mechanism. This year may be different, in the sense 

that collectively we have been through much transition, 

and now we have the ability to view our travel plans 

and sense of duty through a new, broader lens. Winter 

is bringing hope on its icy wings. Although the trees 

appear barren, exposing places where lack and 

comparison have been hiding, we must remember that 

these empty branches are a blank slate to hang new 

dreams upon. There will be a return to enthusiasm at 

the end of the year marked by joy and expansive plans 

for 2019. Remember, one small spark is all it takes 

to ignite a fire. What have you been wanting to try? 

Where have you wanted to go? Is there something 

you’re curious about learning? Keep yourself open to 

possibilities and you will be surprised at what may 

come your way.

Stefanie Caponi, creator of the Moon Void Tarot, is a Brooklyn-based, nationally 
published illustrator, and an avid practitioner of magic for over 10 years. Her 

artwork combines her interest in psychology, philosophy, and occult symbolism as 
an expressive means to heal herself and others. Check out her mystical journals 

and tarot card decks on IN THE PURSUIT. 
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S E L F - i s h 

We may just be lying down with our eyes 
closed for (hopefully 7 or 8 hours), but some 
might argue we’re being even more active 
while asleep than when we’re awake.

DREAM
L A U R I  L O E W E N B E R G

W E A V E R
Words by: CARA GIBBS / Pictures courtesy: DREAMCLOUD
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We all know the expression, “it’s like sleeping on a cloud.” None of us actually 
know what that feels like, but we imagine that luxury e-commerce mattress 

brand DreamCloud comes pretty close. The mattress has eight layers that combine 
15 inches of premium materials—we’re talking a hand-tufted cashmere blend top, 
gel-infused memory foam, quilted memory foam (that’s the cloud part), hypoallergenic 
natural latex, “Dream Plush” high-density supporting memory foam (OK, more clouds), 
another layer of super dense and soft memory foam, a foam-encased pocketed micro 
coil compression system, and, you guessed it, another layer of high-density soft 
memory foam. In our fast-paced world of technology and on-the-go lifestyles, that’s a 
welcome combination and we’re falling asleep just thinking about it. We checked in 
with Lauri Loewenberg, a dream expert currently working with DreamCloud, to get 
her take on all things sleep-related. “Our thoughts are meaningful and our dreams are 
subconscious thought,” she says. “Nothing in a dream is random. Every detail, down to 
the color of clothing you are wearing, has meaning and is a piece in the puzzle of the 
message your dream is giving you.”

S E L F . . . i s h
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S E L F - i s h

How did you find Dream Psychology? Ever since I was 
a child, around 2 or 3 years old, I could remember my 
dreams. I would draw what I could remember from, and 
when I got older I would write them down. When I was 
19 my grandfather passed away. He was the first person 
in my life that I was close to that had died. His funeral 
was an open casket and seeing his body made me lose all 
faith in life after 
death, heaven and 
all those concepts I 
was brought up to 
believe and I went 
into a depression. 
About two weeks 
after his death I 
had a dream. My 
grandfather and I 
were walking arm in 
arm through an art 
gallery. I knew he 
had died so I asked 
him what it was like 
where he is now. 
He told me, “I am 
not allowed to tell 
you. But what I can 
tell you is that it 
is secure.” He then 
hugged me, began 
walking up a spiral 
stairway, and then I woke up. I could smell his Old Spice 
and feel him near me—It was crazy! That dream propelled 
me to study Dream Psychology so I could find out what is 
really going on when we dream.

Why do we dream? We dream because we think. Dreaming 
is a thinking process and is merely the continuation of your 
thought stream from the day. That inner dialogue you have 

with yourself all day long continues as you drift off to 
sleep. Once you enter REM sleep, the stage of sleep where 
dreaming takes place, that thought stream is still happening 
but it has changed languages, in a sense, because the 
brain is now working differently. Certain parts of your 
brain, like the part of the prefrontal cortex that controls 
rational linear thought, has become dormant, while other 

parts, such as the 
amygdala that 
controls emotions, 
has become highly 
active. So, while in 
REM sleep, you are 
still thinking. But 
rather than thinking 
in words you are 
now thinking in 
symbols, metaphors 
and emotions. This 
nightly thought 
process is very 
important because 
it is a deeper more 
focused way of 
thinking. Your lights 
are out, your eyes 
are shut, the outer 
world is tuned out 
and your thoughts 
go inward, without 

distraction, and focus on what you may have dismissed 
or denied or simply didn’t know how to handle during 
the day. The dreaming process allows us to think honestly, 
to dig deep and explore and figure out our issues, 
relationships, behaviors and current circumstances. 
This is why, when we’re faced with a dilemma, we 
automatically say, “Let me sleep on it.” We are actually 
dreaming on it. 

COMMON Dreams

FALLING

BEING CHASED

SOMEONE’S CHEATING

Falling is often connected to losing a 

sense of control or power somewhere in 

real life, losing a sense of stability. This is 

especially common when we have suffered 

a let-down: when plans fall through, when 

something you had high hopes for did 

not work out, when something goes in the 

wrong direction. You want to go up in a 

dream as that usually means something is 

progressing and going down is often  

connected to regression. This is also a 

common dream for people who suffer 

from depression and is a warning that 

they are about to “fall” into another  

bout of depression.

This dream is caused by avoidance and 

tends to happen when you are running 

from an issue rather than facing it, such 

as avoiding a confrontation you need 

to have with someone, trying to get out 

of an obligation, avoiding the truth, etc. 

This dream is the way the subconscious 

is telling you to stop running away from 

your problems.

If you have been cheated on before, this 

dream is a good indication you are not over 

the betrayal. But, more often than not, this 

dream doesn’t point to an actual affair. This 

dream usually happens when there is a third 

wheel in the relationship, but not necessarily 

another woman or man—could be work, 

fantasy football, a new baby. This dream is a 

very good indication that you feel something 

is taking your partner’s time and focus away 

from you and it’s causing you to feel cheated 

out of that time, focus and attention. These 

dreams can be helpful to your relationship 

because they’re alerting you to an underlying 

issue that you may not be addressing. Bring it 

up to your partner and find a way the two of 

you can make the time you do have together 

meaningful. This will make the dream stop.

School dreams are most often caused by job 

or career stress because school is your first 

job in life and holds the same dynamics: you 

need to be on time, you need to be prepared, 

you are being tested and judged and you 

want to keep moving up to the next level. 

The stress in the dream will often be similar 

to some sort of stress you are dealing with 

at work. Having to take a test often means 

you are feeling tested in some way in waking 

life: is someone or something testing your 

patience? Are you having to learn something 

new? Where in your life or in your career do 

you have to prove yourself? This dream often 

comes as a reminder that is time to be fully 

prepared for what is in store in waking life.

BACK TO SCHOOL

WHILE IN REM 
SLEEP, YOU ARE 
STILL THINKING.  

BUT RATHER THAN 
THINKING IN WORDS 

YOU ARE NOW  
THINKING IN SYMBOLS, 

METAPHORS AND 
EMOTIONS.
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Do our dreams reflect what’s happening in our lives? 
Yes, they’re a direct reflection. As mentioned above, 
your dreams are a continuation of your thoughts and 
emotions from the day, so they will reflect your truest 
feelings of what’s going on in your life right now. Certain 
dreams seem to be universal—like teeth falling out in 
public or being naked in public—where does this action 
come from? We call these common dreams archetypes, 
because they are typical among the population, and the 
reason why is because they are connected to common 
or typical behaviors and feelings many of us share. For 
example, the teeth falling out dream is often connected 
to the common or typical behavior of speaking without 
thinking, saying things you wish you could take back. 

Being naked in public in a dream is connected to the 
common concern over how others view or perceive you. 
This dream tends to happen when you are in a situation 
where all eyes are on you, such as when you have to give 
a presentation in the boardroom, when you are hosting 
the in-laws for the first time at a dinner party, etc. 
Basically, when you worry others may see your flaws or 
mistakes. You may also notice, in this dream, you are the 
only one freaking out about your nudity. No one else in 
the dream ever seems to care that you are naked. This 
is the way your subconscious is trying to show you that 
you are the only one having this concern in waking life. 
No one else is giving it any energy, so relax about it. No 
one will judge you as harshly as you judge yourself. 

S E L F - i s h

PLEASE, TAKE YOUR Positions
The Fetus (Curled and lying on one side, like a 

fetus in the womb): This position reveals you are 

tough on the outside but sensitive inside. Things 

affect you more than you let on. You tend to be shy 

at first but are able to relax soon enough.

Log (Lying on your side with both arms down by 

your side): You are easy going and social and often 

considered part of the in-crowd. You love meeting 

new people but have a tendency to be too trusting 

and gullible.

The Yearner (On your side with both arms out in 

front): You have an open and welcoming disposition 

yet can just as easily be suspicious or cynical because 

your openness allows for a lot of disappointment. You 

are slow to make up your mind, but once you do, 

there’s no changing it.

Soldier (Lying on your back with both arms pinned 

to your sides): You are generally quiet and reserved. 

You won’t put up with drama and nonsense and 

you hold yourself and others to high standards.

Freefall (Lying on your stomach with your hands 

around the pillow and your head turned to the 

side): You are upfront, brazen and often have no 

filter but also have thin skin. You don’t like to be 

criticized and you let it sit with you for a long time 

before letting it go.

Starfish (Lying on your back with both arms up 

around the pillow): You are very contemplative as 

well as a good listener. You will help others at the 

drop of a hat. You generally don’t like to be the 

center of attention.
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T H E  S C O O P

PROP STYLING by Summer Moore. FOOD STYLING by Claudia Ficca. PHOTO by David Luciano. 

A LOOK AT THE BRANDS HERE AND ABROAD 
WHO ENDLESSLY INSPIRE US AND MADE OUR 

HOLIDAY WISH LIST FOR IN THE PURSUIT.



THE SCOOP

The ultimate gift-that-keeps-on-giving, 

Musee Bath’s Hope bar is not only made 

with a luxe blend of olive, castor, palm, 

and coconut oil, but the company also 

employs the underprivileged in rural 

Mississippi, including women in recovery 

and individuals with disabilities.

HOPEfloats
 HOPE BAR / MUSEE BATH

Mixologist Victoria England 

began blending scents in the 

early ’90s at only 14 years old. 

Now, Tulip perfume is made 

with 100% essential oils, without 

any phthalates, dyes, or sulfates. 

We especially love the Lavender 

Rose glass roll-on for a touch 

of aromatherapy wherever, 

whenever we need it. Take a 

peek at the rest of England’s 

line, featuring products made 

using active Hemp extract.

HIGHvibes
While most all-in-one or one-size-fits-all claims 

usually don’t ring true, Lauren’s All Purpose 

Salve actually does it all, year-round. In the 

winter, it’s a heavy-duty daily moisturizer 

tackling dry skin, split ends, and chapped lips. 

In the summer it provides relief from sunburn 

and itchy bug bites. A very small amount of 

the 100% organic salve goes a long way, leaving 

plenty of time to decide how to repurpose the 

handmade ceramic jar afterward, a collab 

with ceramicist Erin Louise Clancy.
o u n dfHERE’S THE LOW DOWN ON 
SOME OF OUR FAVORITE 
BRANDS THAT WE’RE IN THE 
PURSUIT OF THIS HOLIDAY 
SEASON. WE’VE BEEN NICE 
THIS YEAR, SO WE’RE PRETTY 
SURE SANTA WILL COME 
THROUGH! STAY TUNED! FIBER

of her being
DAMLA NECKLACE / LESH

Originally a photographer, Summer 

Moore gravitated toward weaving 

after traveling to the Sacred Valley 

of Peru and finding inspiration from 

Andean textiles. Her enthusiasm was 

validated when she discovered her 

own grandmother had been a weaver 

as well. The fiber artist now runs her 

handwoven jewelry company from her 

studio in Gowanus, Brooklyn, using 

cotton fibers from Brazil and 100% 

recycled thread from Germany, 

making each necklace truly unique.

Steven Shipler & Kasey McCaslin create their 

single-origin chocolate in Scottsdale, Arizona, with 

only fair-trade cacao beans and no dairy, soy or 

gluten, ever. This year, Stone Grindz was awarded 

a Good Food Award for their commitment to 

sustainability throughout the supply chain, as if 

we needed a reason to eat more chocolate.

SWEETSPOT
STONE GRINDZ CHOCOLATE
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LAUREN’S ALL PURPOSE SALVE
LAVENDER ROSE OIL / TULIP

Words by: MAGGIE McGLINCHY 
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THE SCOOP

Running on the ethos that our homes 

should reflect our values, Minna, 

founded by cool-chick Sara Berks, 

is the ultimate source for ethical 

housewares. This peachy reversible (!) 

runner was handwoven by a family-run 

cooperative of weavers in Comalapa, 

Guatemala, made with 100% natural, 

sustainable cotton and colored with 

natural, toxin-free dyes. 

JUSTICE
social

Brands ranging from Free People to Christian 

Louboutin are all enamored with Melbourne-based 

digital artist Kelly Maker. Entirely self-taught, the 

fashion photographer uses 35mm film and digital 

manipulation to understand the subject both as a 

human model but also a work of art. 

The Sentinel Lamp from designer Chris 

Boynton and artist Kate Hopkins is the 

ultimate statement in lighting. Made to 

order in Long Island City, Queens, the 

combination of hand-blown opal glass, 

solid wood wrapped in microsuede,  

and brushed brass details is available  

in multiple color and finish options.  

Chris and Kate believe in the power of 

warm light and materials, and you will too.

SHARP
OBJECTS
SENTINEL LAMP / ART & GUILE

Finally! A salt lamp that doesn’t look like it 

belongs in a dorm room! This pendant is 

part of the Brave Matter collection inspired 

by materials, archetypes and technologies 

from the remote past, realized in clay, 

custom glazes, salt and brass. The warm 

modern juxtaposition of the light-diffusing 

Himalayan salt and full spectrum LED make 

it a guaranteed showstopper for any room.

AM PENDANT / BRAVE MATTER
BR
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Taking its name from the Kswahili term 

“sawa,” meaning “all good” or “no 

worries!,” these handmade earbuds 

are created from upcycled magazines 

and gift wrap. The Sawa office in Kibera 

employs vulnerable women who have 

encountered hardships such as sex  

trafficking, HIV, and extreme poverty,  

paying a wage three to four times 

above the average in Kenya. Each set  

of headphones is one-of-a-kind and 

compatible with both Apple and  

Android products.

PANALITO RUNNER / MINNA

URBAN EARBUDS / SAWA

HEAR 
SAY

PAGE
TURNER

A REAL

BLOOM + VIPER / KELLY MAKER
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O F F  T H E  R E C O R D

‘TIS THE SEASON OF GIVING! WE HOPE OUR 
HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE INSPIRES YOUR CHOICES AS 

YOU SHOP FOR THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE. 
(PS, THAT MEANS YOU!)

PHOTO by Joanna Kosinska. 



WE BRIBED SOME 
OF THE COOLEST 
PEOPLE WE KNOW 
TO SHOP OUR 
SITE AND TELL US 
WHERE THEY’LL BE 
FOR THE HOLIDAYS. 
READ ON TO FIND 
OUT IF THEY’RE ON 
THE NAUGHTY OR 
NICE LIST

gi f t
u i d e

Photo by: JENNIFER PALLIAN. 

OFF THE RECORD



ERIC RANDALL MORRIS IS A 
TOTALLY NEW DISCOVERY FOR 
ME—WOW! I NEED THIS ON MY 
WALL, AND IN A VERY LARGE SIZE. I 
OBVIOUSLY LOVE ARCHITECTURE 
AND DESIGN, SO THESE REALLY 
INSPIRE ME. 

P A T R I C K  C L I N E
T h e  P h o t e  D u d e

TRADITIONS I don’t discriminate when it 
comes to having an excuse to relax, overindulge 
and be around family and friends. My favorite 
has become Thanksgiving. Being from England, 
it’s not a holiday I had any association with, but 
I’ve now been taken in by many a kind and fun 
American family from all parts of the U.S. And 
apart from loving that time of year, I feel like 
I’m getting an extra Christmas, and anyone 
who knows me will know I love to eat! As far 
as travel goes, if I can get away to somewhere 
hot around Christmas to give my pasty skin some 
color and get a dose of Vitamin D, I’m there. 

MENU Good ol’ Christmas pudding! My family 
has a bit of a secret recipe (mainly because 
the classic one has nuts in it and would kill 
my brother) but I have a ridiculous amount 
of Brandy butter, ice cream and double cream 
that drowns this dish, which is the perfect 
combination to put me in a deep Christmas 
coma. But not before an evening trip to the 
pub in England for pints all the way.  
  
STYLE I’m usually back in London every 
year for the holidays, so I’ll walk into a pretty 
classic tree with gifts underneath and lights 
everywhere. I would love to bling the outside 
of my own house National Lampoon style one 
day. My family still insists on having Christmas 
Crackers around the table and having to wear 
those silly paper hats, but there are so many 
bottles of wine consumed that it becomes less 
embarrassing very quickly.  

MISTLETOE KISS I don’t kiss and tell! 

NAUGHTY OR NICE LIST Optimistically 
hopeful that Santa thinks I’m on the Nice list! 
But it depends on who you as ask—I argue 
that Naughty can absolutely be Nice.   

I have a special love for the Aphrochic brand and have known them for well over a decade. So 
the moment I saw their classic Silhouette Pillow, it went straight into the Christmas cart. // I’ll 
be grabbing the Deco Bottle Opener by durodeco for my own bar cart this year! // And I’m not 
sure I could pull off the Lips Flirty Apron, but I love pretty much anything Voutsa does. 

THE GODFATHER OF DIGITAL MAGAZINES—WE’D BE PRETTY 

REMISS TO LEAVE HIM OUT OF OUR GIFT EXCHANGE. EVEN 

THOUGH HIS IN-DEMAND SHOOTING SCHEDULE KEEPS HIM ON 

THE ROAD HE STILL MAKES TIME FOR CHRISTMAS PUDDING.

//patrickclinephotography.com   @patrickclinephotography\\

OFF THE RECORD
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J I L L I A N  S A N D E R S
T h e  W e l l n e s s  C h i c k

I’m a sucker for a beautiful ring, and the Ali’s 
Ring in Jade by Amarilo is a showstopper. 
It’s simple and classic and this stunning 
emerald-green stone makes me do a double 
take. The piece also has an air of antique 
about it—so effortlessly cool while adding an 
understated elegance to a day-to-day look. 
My initial instinct is to want it all for myself, 
but it would make a fabulous gift, particularly 
for one of my sisters. This ring would be an 
instant heirloom.

TRADITIONS Going to see It’s a Wonderful 
Life at the IFC Center with friends. I have the 
entire film memorized from start to finish and I 
still cry when they sing “Auld Lang Syne” at the 
end. I think we’re all a little like George Bailey. 
We don’t always fully appreciate what we have 
or what we accomplish, but the film reminds us 
to do just that—at least every Christmas. 

MENU My favorite cocktail year-round is a 
dirty martini. Extra olives. And because it’s 
the holidays, let’s stuff the olives with blue 
cheese to be sure to get those extra calories 
in. Also, my mom makes this crazy delicious 
coffee cake that she serves only on Christmas 
morning. My sisters and I ask her to make it 
the other 364 days a year but she won’t out of 
principle. It’s extra cinnamony and gooey and 
buttery and makes the house smell like a holiday.   
  
STYLE We’re planning an open house with 
a Winter Wonderland theme, and we want it 
to feel like you’re stepping inside your favorite 
festive, grooving bar in the Hudson Valley, 
only in Brooklyn. I’ll skip the table runner in 
favor of a more provincial carpet of holiday 
greens—I personally love the idea of laying 
swathes of eucalyptus across the table. And 
I’m on the hunt for the perfect glass votive 
candles with an antiqued gold finish in all 
sizes for an undeniably merry glow.

MISTLETOE KISS That would be my man, 
Steve—boyfriend extraordinaire and supporter 
of all my Nancy Meyers-level ideas! (Well, 
Steve ... or Cary Grant circa 1935.)

NAUGHTY OR NICE Mostly nice as long 
as you don’t count my late-night online 
shopping addiction.   

THERE IS NOTHING LOVELIER THAN 
RECEIVING A HANDWRITTEN NOTE 
ON BEAUTIFUL STATIONERY. I KEEP 
MY DESK DRAWERS STOCKED WITH 
GORGEOUS NOTECARDS AND PRETTY 
STAMPS THAT I LOVE TO SEND OUT 
ON A WHIM. MY GRANDMA ANN HAS 
OVER 60 YEARS OF MEMORY BOXES 
WITH CARDS TUCKED INSIDE—
GREETINGS AND LETTERS THAT 
HAVE SERVED HER BETTER THAN 
HER MEMORY. THESE KATHE FRAGA 
CARDS ARE SO STUNNING THAT A 
THANK YOU NOTE BECOMES THE 
GIFT ITSELF. I THINK THESE WOULD 
MAKE AN ESPECIALLY GOOD GIFT 
FOR COLLEAGUES. BUSY PEOPLE 
ALWAYS NEED THINGS TO ORGANIZE 
THEIR LIVES, & DESIGNER STATIONERY 
MAKES A CLASSY GIFT.

OUR RESIDENT REDHEAD AND ALL AROUND BADASS 

BOSS GIRL, JILLIAN IS ONE OF OUR FAVORITE PEOPLE 

OF ALL TIME. AS THE SENIOR PR MAVEN FOR ZEEL, SHE’S 

PRETTY MUCH ON OUR SPEED-DIAL FOR ALL-THINGS 

HEALTH AND WELLNESS, ALTHOUGH SHE ALSO MIXES A 

PRETTY GOOD MARTINI TOO. 

//jilliansanders.com    zeel.com   @sillyjanders\\
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R YA N  D Z I A D U L
T h e  T r e n d s e t t e r

Just like all men 
around the globe, the 
first thing I do when I 
get home from work is 
plop my purse down. 
The Suba Stand by 
Innit would give my 
Birkin a place to rest 
that’s as chic as it is!

TRADITIONS I celebrate Christmas 
year round. And by that I mean I’m 
constantly buying gifts—for myself. This 
year, I’m heading to Massachusetts to see 
family, watch TV, and outlet shop. Not 
necessarily in that order.

MENU My mother has many charms and  
talents, but cooking is not one of them. 
Thankfully she lives near some good 
restaurants; I’m sure there will be a meal 
or three at The Poynt. I’m not a big drinker 
but something about a vanilla vodka and 
cranberry juice feels festive. It also feels like 
if you have too many you’ll be hungover, so 
be careful.  
  
STYLE Here’s my sad Charlie Brown-truth: 
every year my husband and I just buy a 
small, potted pre-lit tree from LL Bean 
and call it Christmas. If we’re feeling super 
festive, we’ll light a fir or fire-scented candle 
from Diptyque. 

MISTLETOE KISS I would say my 
husband, but he recently embarked on a 
facial-hair journey that I can’t get behind so 
my dance card is OPEN fellas! 

NAUGHTY OR NICE LIST I have been 
described, on more than one occasion, as a 
Sour Patch Kid—sour on the outside, sweet 
on the inside. So … you decide.   

YOU KNOW WHAT MAKES A 
GREAT GIFT? FANCY-ASS  
OLIVE OIL! FIVE IS SO MUCH 
BETTER THAN A BOTTLE OF 
WINE, AND THE RECIPIENT 
WILL THINK OF YOU EVERY 
TIME THEY GREASE THEIR 
PAN (AND NO, THAT’S NOT  
A EUPHEMISM). 

OFF THE RECORD

RYAN IS EXTRA IN EVERY WAY: EXTRA BRILLIANT, EXTRA 

HYSTERICAL, AND EXTRA CHIC (DUH). WE FIRST STARTED 

LAUGHING UNCONTROLLABLY WITH HIM THROUGH HIS 

POST AT JONATHAN ADLER, AND HE’S SINCE REACHED 

TOTAL CELEBRITY STATUS FOR HIS KILLER FASHION SENSE 

AND ROLE IN THE MALE BODY POSITIVITY MOVEMENT.

//extraextrastyle.com    @extraextrastyle\\
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I am basically dying over the Sri Lanka 
Bronze necklace by Mimilore. It is a piece 
of art that you can wear! I am the designer 
and stylist of a clothing brand called Classic 
Six, which is a collection of the classics—
timeless silhouettes that I believe are staples 
for any woman’s wardrobe, regardless of her 
style. This necklace is the exact kind of thing 
I would pair with those classics to bring a 
unique personality to any look.

I AM AN ART 
JUNKIE, SO THE 
ENTIRE A STAR 
IS BORN SERIES 
BY BRITT FORD 
TOTALLY SPEAKS 
TO ME. ASIDE 
FROM THE FACT 
THAT THEY ARE 
BEAUTIFULLY 
DESIGNED, THEY 
FEATURE 
MUSICIANS WHO 
ARE MAKING AN 
IMPACT ON THE 
WORLD. AH! IT’S 
JUST SO GOOD.

TRADITIONS We celebrate Christmas, 

and Christmas Eve is by far my favorite. 

Every year we go to my parents’ house out 

in Long Island. We all sleep over to wake 

up there on Christmas morning. It feels like 

being a kid again. A few years ago, Christmas 

Eve grew because my husband’s family now 

joins us, which made it an even happier 

occasion. There is nothing like all of your 

favorite people together in one home. It is, 

for sure, the best time of the holiday season. 

MENU The feast of the 7 fishes on 

Christmas Eve! It is a very Italian thing 

to do. Last year my sister and I prepared 

a tasting menu and each course was a 

different fish. My favorite was the lobster 

ravioli that we made in a link pink saffron 

sauce. So delicious! My go to cocktail is a 

dirty martini. Extra olives!  

STYLE We love decorating. My 

husband and I travel a lot so we started 

the tradition of buying an ornament in 

each of the places we visit. When we 

decorate our tree every year, it’s like 

walking down memory lane as we 

remember all of our travels. 

MISTLETOE KISS My cutie husband. 

: ) Wow, I am talking a lot about him in this 

article! He’s going to love reading this!

NAUGHTY OR NICE Definitely on 

the naughty list. Last year I gave my 

parents and parents-in-law a “coming 

soon” card as their Christmas gift. I know, 

it’s terrible. The gift was a promise that I 

would finish designing our wedding album 

and make them all a copy. It is STILL on 

my to-do list, and this Christmas is fast 

approaching. Eeek!   

OUR OH-SO CHIC FASHION FRIEND DIANA IS LAUNCHING HER OWN CAPSULE COLLECTION OF TIMELESS WARDROBE 

ESSENTIALS IN WINTER 2019. SHE’S A SERIAL CREATIVE (SHE DESIGNED HER HAUTE COUTURE-ESQUE WEDDING DRESS 

AND THEN HER MOM MADE IT! *TEAR*), AND WE CAN’T WAIT TO ADD HER COVETABLE STYLE TO OUR OWN CLOSETS. 

 

 

D I A N A  L O M O N A C O
T h e  C o u t u r e  Q u e e n

//classicsixny.com   @classic.six\\
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OFF THE RECORD

YOU MIGHT RECOGNIZE HIM FROM HIS STRONG  

PERFORMANCES IN CULT-FAVORITE SHOWS LIKE THE WIRE 

AND THE AMERICANS (OR MANIAC, OR BILLIONS, OR THE 

WOODY ALLEN FILM CAFÉ SOCIETY...). WE LOVE HIM FOR 

THOSE THINGS TOO BUT ESPECIALLY FOR HIS BITING  

SARCASM. ESPECIALLY WHEN IT COMES TO HANUKKAH. 

I’M WILLING TO BET 
ANY SPECIAL LADY 
WOULD LOVE THE 
PLAZA EMERALD  
EARRINGS BY  
HI JUNE PARKER.

KOLOSSOS WITHOUT 
A DOUBT. I LOVE 
TO COOK AND YOU 
CAN NEVER HAVE 
ENOUGH FLAVORFUL 
OLIVE OIL. 

//@levgorn\\

L E V  G O R N
T h e  C e l e b

TRADITIONS  I’ll probably be going all the way 

upstate to Cold Spring where I have a little place. 

Although I’m happy to go anywhere. On Christmas 

Eve I’ve been going to Leslie Pasani—a friend with 

a big Italian family—and we celebrate the Feast of 

the Seven Fishes.

 

MENU  When my family gets together (though 

most of them are dead and buried), my mother 

makes this traditional Russian potato salad with 

lots and lots of mayo (it has to be Hellmann’s, 

which is the perfect food) and I eat it all with no 

shame. Everything gets boiled and there’s bologna 

somewhere in there. We also have a mound of red 

caviar that we smother on white toasted baguettes 

slathered with butter. And you don’t stop eating 

that—you just keep pounding it. Then there’s a 

smoked table. Everything’s smoked. Russians hate 

turkey, so we have ducks stuffed with apples, prunes 

and raisins. And no one drinks wine. Just vodka.

 
STYLE I have a little bonsai tree and sometimes 

I will take the liberty of putting a little something 

on it. Let’s face it Christmas is so much better 

than Hanukkah. Hanukkah came out of tragedy 

and Christmas has a drunk fat guy. There was the 

destruction of the Temple, oh shit they’re all dead, 

a revolt, and somewhere in there they celebrated 

light. Happy Hannukkah.

MISTLETOE KISS George Clooney. Alright, 

really it would be someone I love. 

NAUGHTY OR NICE I’m very nice about being 

naughty. I don’t force my laughter on anyone. I don’t 

think these are opposites.   

I’M ALSO A PHOTOGRAPHER, 
SO I’M ALWAYS DRAWN TO 
SCULPTURAL FURNITURE 

LIKE THE RUBBER CYL SIDE 
TABLES BY SLASH. THESE 

MIGHT BE A GIFT 
FOR MYSELF. 
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OFF THE RECORD

T O W N S E N D  K A T Z
T h e  T a s t e m a k e r

I WOULD GIVE TWO OF THESE BEAUTIFUL LOUISE 
GRAY QUILTS TO MY CLIENT IN PALM DESERT. WE ARE 
WRAPPING UP THE RENOVATION OF A MIDCENTURY- 
MODERN JOHN ELGIN WOOLF HOME AND THEY HAVE 
BUILT A BUNK ROOM FOR THEIR GRANDCHILDREN. 
THESE QUILTS WOULD BE PERFECT ON THE BUNKS!

TRADITIONS I grew up celebrating 
Christmas, but my husband’s family celebrates 
both Christmas and Hanukkah, so I’ve had the 
pleasure of learning about the Jewish 
celebrations over the past few years. My family 
is split between Canada and the West Coast and 
my husband’s parents are in Connecticut, so we 
are typically traveling over the holidays. This 
year, we’ll spend Christmas day in Connecticut 
and meet my family in California for New Years. 
We have spent the holidays in many wonderful 
places but my all-time favorite is The Post Hotel 
in Lake Louise, Alberta. The scenery is beautiful, 
and the hotel has a simple warmth and comfort 
about it that makes me feel at home. 

MENU I recently saw a recipe by Martha 
Stewart for a Juniper Champagne Cocktail with 
juniper syrup and fresh pine springs—it sounds 
delicious! I love great hors d’oeuvres and a chic 
cheese display.  
  
STYLE We just moved and I can’t wait to 
decorate for the holiday season. Elan Flowers 
in Tribeca curates the most gorgeous winter 
arrangements. This year I plan to design a festive 
table with deep purple, lavender and ivory flowers 
paired with beautiful pewter china we received 
as a wedding gift. There will be lots of candles, 
Frank Sinatra and excellent wine setting the stage 
for intimate evenings with family and friends.  

MISTLETOE KISS My sweet dog Moose and, 
of course, my husband. If Ryan Reynolds accepts 
his invitation to our holiday party, he may make 
the cut as well. 

NAUGHTY OR NICE LIST Nice, always!    

I have given the John Derian 
Picture Book as a gift many times. 
It’s a beautiful conversation starter 
on any cocktail table and an exciting 
window into the fabulous world  
of John Derian. The imagery is 
just magical! 

I love a fresh bouquet of flowers. I 
treat myself to a bunch at the market 
every weekend and create custom 
arrangements. I would love to take a 
floral design course and The Flower 
Recipe Book would be a great start!

WE GO WAAAAAY BACK WITH TOWNY—ALL THE WAY BACK 

TO OUR OLD PUBLISHING DAYS. WE’RE BEYOND EXCITED 

TO SEE HER OPEN HER OWN INTERIORS FIRM AND CREATE 

HOMES THAT ARE AS SWEET, SOPHISTICATED, REFINED AND 

REFRESHING AS SHE IS.

//tandcinteriors.com    @tandcinteriors\\
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The Altered Short Vase by Studio Joo 
inspires the idea of a God box or dream 
vase. A place to write down the affairs of 
the heart and turn them over to the vase. 
This can be so therapeutic and fun to 
reflect on down the road. It’s like a journal, 
time capsule and vision board all in one. 
And so beautiful on the outside!

ME, ME, ME. SOMEONE NEEDS TO 
BUY THIS SILK CHIFFON SCARF BY 
MICHELLE WEINBERG FOR ME! 

QUICK WITH AN ANALOGY THAT WILL BLOW YOUR MIND, 

DAWN PRETTY MUCH CHANGES OUR LIVES EVERY TIME 

WE HAVE A CONVERSATION WITH HER. SO IT WOULD BE 

WISE TO LISTEN TO HER RECOMMENDATIONS.

TRADITIONS We love Thanksgiving, 
Christmas & the New Year. Well, we typically 
sleep through the New Year’s festivities. A total 
sign of old age. My daughter and I roadtripped 
to South Carolina for Thanksgiving and she 
met some of her cousins for the first time. My 
fave place to be on any holiday is wherever my 
people are. Growing up in the Keys causes a 
disconnect from the concept of fall and winter. 

MENU Champagne on ice, that’s what I like, 
that’s what I like [editor’s note: We love Bruno 
Mars references]. And I don’t buy into holiday 
food. Boy, this is starting to sound like holiday 
counter culture lol. I typically like Whole 
Foods to prepare healthy, hearty foods for our 
holiday gatherings with a side of ridiculously 
unhealthy mac and cheese.  
  
STYLE I decorate for Christmas. However, 
I would like to point out that our front door 
wreath is still hanging from last year. Our tree 
typically looks like Walt Disney and Starbucks 
colluded for a massive holiday ad campaign. 
Tablescape? What is that? I know about under 
tablescape: Child chases dog chases cat possibly 
while wearing reindeer headbands.  

MISTLETOE KISS My hubby. He exceeds 
my wildest dreams. Yes, groan here. We are 
those happily married, mushy, in-love people.

NAUGHTY OR NICE LIST Uuummmm, 
both. I embrace a certain untamed and riotous 
aspect of who I am—she’s pretty fun. But on 
the whole, I am a deeply loving untamed riotous 
woman who defines the Nice list—wink.  

OFF THE RECORD

D AW N  W I G G I N S
T h e  L o v e  D o c t o r

AND A POUF THAT REPRESENTS  
MARRIAGE? I’M SOLD! APHROCHIC’S 
JUMPING THE BROOM POUF IS  
THE PERFECT GIFT FOR YOUR  
FAVE COUPLE!

//dawnwigginstherapy.com    @dawnwiggins\\
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OFF THE RECORD

G E O R G I N A  L E W I S
T h e  N e w s  B a b e

I’ll be packing Sahasra’s Bali Virgin 
Coconut Oil in my luggage for my 

tropical holiday.

A STAPLE ON AUSTRALIA’S RED (SOMETIMES PINK) CARPET 

SCENE, GEORGINA LEWIS DELIVERS THE NEWS LIKE THE PRO 

SHE IS. IT TURNS OUT THE AUSSIE BEAUTY, AFFECTIONATELY 

KNOWN TO US AS GEORGIE, ALSO DOLES OUT EXCELLENT  

SHOPPING ADVICE.

TRADITIONS I love everything about Christmas! 

Especially when the decorations start going up and 

carols start playing inside department stores. It’s a 

wonderful time to spend with friends and family—to 

look back at the year that was and to look forward 

to the New Year. I usually like to spend the Xmas 

break somewhere tropical—feeling sand between 

my toes! 

MENU My Mum’s trifle is a stock standard 

tradition—it’s the best! There’d be outrage if it 

wasn’t served at Christmas. Since it’s summer in 

Australia, I prefer something refreshing to sip on 

in the heat. Give me a Mojito and I’m happy. 

STYLE Look, I’m a festive person but I don’t 
go all out with the decorations—a minimalist 
tree with lights and perhaps a wreath on the 
front door.
 

MISTLETOE KISS Hmmmm ... my lips are 

sealed—for now anyway. 

NAUGHTY OR NICE I’d like to think I’m on the 

nice list but I may have made it to the naughty one 

ha ha! 

//tenplay.com.au   @georginamlewis\\

VITAE 
ASCENDERE’S 
DODECAHEDRON 
GOLD EARRINGS 
BECAUSE EVERY 
GIRL NEEDS 
SOME FESTIVE 
BLING.”

A DOSE OF KARMA 
IS ALWAYS A GOOD 

REMINDER DURING 
THE HOLIDAYS.



I love all the sweet treats—the artisan chocolates, the Unna 
cookies, all of that. Earlier this year I told myself I would stop 
eating sugar, and I actually followed through on that plan for 
a few weeks—but come on, who am I kidding? I think it’s OK 
to indulge every once in a while. 

I’M ALWAYS INTERESTED 
IN WAYS PEOPLE CAN GET 
INSPIRED TO FIND THEIR 
LIFE’S PURPOSE AND 
ACTUALLY GO DO IT. I 
ALWAYS SAY ON MY 
PODCAST THAT THE 
OPPOSITE OF DEPRESSION 
IS NOT HAPPINESS, IT’S PURPOSE. SO I’M A BIG 
SUPPORTER OF ANYTHING THAT CAN HELP 
PEOPLE DEVELOP AND STEP TOWARD THEIR 
CALLING, LIKE CROSSROADS OF SHOULD AND 
MUST AND EVERY DAY IS EPIC.

C A T H Y  H E L L E R
T h e  T h e  G o - G e t t e r

AS TWO GIRLS WHO QUIT THEIR DAY JOBS IN ORDER TO 

PURSUE OUR DREAMS, CATHY IS A GIRL AFTER OUR OWN 

HEARTS. HER SUPER SUCCESSFUL PODCAST FOR CREATIVE 

ENTREPRENEURS SHARES INTERVIEWS WITH PEOPLE WHO 

ARE MAKING A LIVING DOING WHAT THEY LOVE AND, 

MORE SPECIFICALLY, HOW THEY GOT THERE.  

TRADITIONS I celebrate Hanukkah. When 
my husband and I celebrated our first holidays 
together, it felt a little sad because we didn’t 
have a big family sitting around the table. So 
we decided to make our own traditions. This 
year we had a big Friendsgiving, where we 
invited 50 people over, hired a face painter, a 
magician, and my friend hired a massage  
therapist to come and give massages. It was 
really fun and I think that that’s our new thing—
making it all about friends and family.

MENU I’m a big fan of the Moscow mule. I 
love the copper cups and ginger beer. And the 
Jewish dish called Kugel. It’s kind of sweet. It’s 
noodles with raisins and apples, which might 
sound weird but it’s pretty delicious. 
  
STYLE I love to decorate! I recently went to 
Crate & Barrel and they had these plates and 
platters that said thankful. They’re beautiful 
for Thanksgiving but also all year round. I 
also ordered a bunch of shimmery hanging fall 
leaves and a piece of lettered decor that says 
“wish” with little light bulbs in the letters. 

MISTLETOE KISS My husband. I’ve been 
with him for the last 12 years and he’s such a 
great husband and father.  

NAUGHTY OR NICE LIST I’m not naughty, 
but I’m definitely not perfect either. No one is. 
I have lots of things I want to be better at. But 
as far as the nice list goes, I think that getting 
to do my podcast is such an incredible treat. It 
feels like the work that I’m doing is having a real 
impact and encouraging people to have hope 
and get busy doing what they love. That makes 
me feel like I’m doing something really good.
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//dontkeepyourdayjob.com    @cathyheller\\
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M A K I N G  S H ! T  H A P P E N

BEHIND-THE-SCENES WITH OUR CREATIVES AND 
AN IN-DEPTH LOOK AT THE PERSONAL JOURNEYS 

AND PURSUITS OF OUR PEERS. STEEP THIS: 
HOLIDAY COCKTAILS BREWED WITH A TWIST.

PHOTO courtesy Owl’s Brew.
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JUST WHEN YOU THOUGHT 
YOU’VE DRANK IT ALL… 

OWL’S BREW COMES POURING 
ONTO THE SCENE AND YOU 

NO LONGER NEED TO DECIDE 
BETWEEN YOUR TWO 

FAVORITE EVENING DRINKS 
FOR ANOTHER MOMENT.

b o o z e r sTWO
T E A - D R I N K I N G

Words by: Christina Wright / Pictures courtesy: Owl’s Brew
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MAKING SH!T HAPPEN

T he idea was i n it ia l ly  brewed together by Jenn ie 

R ipps and Mar ia L it t le f ield upon v i s i t i ng La Croi x 

res taurant i n Ph i ladelph ia .  Enchanted by the d i f ferent 

melod ies  of  f rag rant tea s ,  the two women rea l i zed how 

tea cou ld be i nt roduced to cock ta i l s  i n a way that  no 

m i xolog i s t  cou ld have concocted on thei r  own .  R ipps and 

L it t le f ield created severa l  d i f ferent  cock ta i l  m i xer s  that 

a re brewed f resh f rom organ ic i ng red ient s  l i ke H ibi scus , 

Cha i  and Green Tea .  So what i s  the f lavor prof i le  of  these 

pre -brewed bot t led tea s  l i ke ,  you may a sk? Let ’s  ju s t  say 

i f  the Long I s land Iced Tea were per son i f ied ,  Owl ’s  Brew 

wou ld be her uber ch ic cous in who went to P r inceton 

and ha s never owned a pa i r  of  Ugg Boot s .  Thei r  m i xer s 

can pa i r  wel l  w ith any of  your favor ite  l iquor s ,  wh ich 

we g ive two thumbs up (or  two pink ies  up) .  P lea se d r ink 

respons ibly,  and w ith cla s s . 
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MAKING SH!T HAPPEN

Equal parts Mulling Spices 

(chai spices with cranberry and apple) and red wine

Garnish with apples and orange slices

Strawberry 
Manhattan

3 oz Strawberry Manhattan mix 

(darjeeling tea, strawberry and hibiscus)

1.5 oz Bourbon

2 dashes angostura bitters

Garnish with orange or strawberry slice

Winter 
Mulled Wine

Fireside Toddy
3 oz Salted Caramel Toddy 

(white and black tea with sea salt and caramel)

1.5 oz Bourbon or dark rum

Heat in a pan (do not boil)

Serve in a mug with an orange twist
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F I N

PHOTO by Caley Dimmock.

A FINAL CREATIVE NOTE INSPIRED BY ONE OF THE 
GREATEST FEEL-GOOD HOLIDAY FILMS OF ALL TIME 

AND A STUNNING LAVENDER HANDBAG.
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FIN

Arthur Abbott: Iris, in the movies we 
have leading ladies and we have the 
best friend. You, I can tell, are a leading 
lady, but for some reason, you're 
behaving like the best friend.

Iris: You're so right. You're supposed 
to be the leading lady of your own 
life for God's sake!

Lady
LEADING

a little excerpt from  
t h e H O L I D A Y

CHEQUER TOTE in LILAC by MLOUYE


